Sensing, Estimation, and Control of Tire/Road Interactions

Abstract: Pneumatic tires and rubber wheels are critical components in mobile systems, such as vehicles and ground robots, which are widely used in our lives for passenger and goods transportation. The tire/road interactions in these systems play an extremely important role for not only in system design and efficiency improvement but also in safe operation. In this talk, I will discuss sensing, estimation, and control of tire/road interactions. I will first present two different modeling schemes for on-line estimation of the tire/road friction coefficient and braking control for automated vehicles. The first scheme is based on the pseudo-static relationship between the tire/road friction coefficient and tire slip. The second scheme uses a dynamic friction model. An attractive property of these two approaches is that, with an appropriate selection of initial conditions and gains of the adaptation systems, the estimates of the maximum friction coefficient and slip remain below their true values, which in turn guarantees the safety of the automated-vehicle spacing policies. In the second part of this talk, I will present the development of a tire rubber deformation sensing system for enhancing real-time tire/road friction estimation. Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)-based sensor is designed and embedded inside a robotic tire to measure the rubber tread deformation. An analytical sensing output model that is used to capture the tire/road friction characteristics will be presented. A skid-steered robotic platform is developed as a testbed to demonstrate and validate the sensor models and measurements. The preliminary testing data has showed the feasibility of the estimate of wheel/ground interactions, such as tire slip and sliding friction coefficient. I will also discuss briefly on autonomous motorcycle and other ongoing projects at Rutgers Robotics, Automation, and Mechatronics (RAM) Lab.
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